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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I8JfqTCstj4



Evolution of an Industry

• Current insurance solutions offer little to no flexibility for shippers

• Upfront annual fees based on estimates

• Slow processes for per shipment bookings

• High administrative load from manual claims handling

• Inefficiencies and lack of flexibility from restricted commodity types and

poor technological solutions

• Fractured customer journey

Around half of all global shipments currently go uninsured, why?



Innovative Solution

• The solution gives shippers flexibility for their 
evolving needs and saves them time to focus 
on their core business.

• In collaboration with ERGO’s underwriting, Redkik’s 
software, and the CUBEforall platform, we are bringing 
the first of its kind transactional insurance solution to the 
market which allows coverage to be purchased in a 
matter of seconds.

• The software utilizes AI and machine learning 
algorithms which process data from multiple 
different sources to offer customized quotes, and to 
ensure the customer only pays for what they need.

• This innovative solution allows coverage to be 
purchased at the point of booking the shipment.

Modernizing the acquisition of insurance

• With this collaborative solution, premium per-shipment 
coverage becomes cost-effective and saves time.



• With this partnership, the CUBEforall network can effortlessly 
access premium per-shipment quotations from ERGO.

• Through the API integration, we modernized the customer journey 
by removing the need to re-key shipment information on an external 
platform.

• With innovative collaboration – there finally is a flexible and cost-
effective per-shipment coverage that you actually want to purchase.

• With this transformative collaboration, we are changing the way you 
think about insurance.

Improved Customer Journey 

For Acquisition of Insurance

Instant Premium 

Quotes

Cost-effective and 

Time-saving

Changing the way you think about insurance



Demo Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GKAj8it9Eak



Instant Flexible Effortless
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